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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation 
O,u 1 
0--/ 4 - /k2u  4- Au  4- ~ ~Tu-Vu  = 0 (1) 
occurs in many contexts as chemistry, combustion, fluid mechanics, and p l~ma physics, The one 
dimensional version 
Ou 04u 02~L 1 /Ou '  2 
o-i+0-~+0-~,~+~[ )  =0, (~) 
and the equation for the first derivative w - ~.~ 
0W C~4W 02W ()'W 
at + 0--~4 + ~ + w b~: = °' (:~) 
have been extensively studied by many authors. Here we are interested in the following variat, ion 
in space dimension two: 
Ou 0 ` 2 u Ou 
0--t +A2u+ ~ + ~  = 0, 
u(t ;x  + L ,y)  = u( t ;x ,y  + L) = u(t ;x ,y) ,  
.u(0; x, y) = uo(z, ~). 
(4) 
(,5) 
(G) 
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We continue in this article the study of this problem started in Pinto [1]. Our aim here is to 
show time analyticity and Gevrey class regularity in the space variable. We follow the ideas of 
Foils and Temam [2]. In their work, it is shown that the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations 
with periodic boundary conditions are analytic in time with values in a Gevrey class of functions. 
Similar results are obtained here for problem (4)-(6). 
2. SETT ING OF  THE PROBLEM 
We denote by ~t the square [0, L] x [0, L]. Let Lp2(fl) be the Hilbert space of ~t-periodic 
functions f defined on ~2, such that f in E L2(gt). Let [. ], (., .} be the norm and inner product, 
respectively, in Lp2(12). Let Hp(f l )  be the Sobolev space of ~t-periodic functions with up to 
m-order derivatives in L2(fl). We have 
H~(a)={ ~:"=y~";¢2È~;~/L~;="-;'~'r¢~z,, ;~,, k:~[~;[2<c~} " (7) 
We denote by [u]m the seminorm 
i/2 
(8) 
We also set 
/:/p(~) ---- {u E Hp(~) :  u 6 = 0}. 
(9) 
(10) 
The space /:/p(Q) is a Hilbert space when endowed with the norm [']m. When m = 2, we 
have [u]2 = ]Au I, for u E/:/p2(~). We define now the spaces H and V in the following way: 
H = Lp2(a) =/:/p0(~), (11) 
V =/:/p2(a). (12) 
We endow H with the inner product and norm of L2(~t), while V is endowed with the inner 
product and norm 
((u, v}} =/ /AuAv dx dy, (13) 
~t 
Ilull = ((u, @1/2 = lau] = [u]2. (14) 
We define the following operators on H: 
A = A 2, 
AI =-A  = A 1/2, 
~t/2  = A1/4, 
A2 = . .1  
D(A) = PI~(gt), 
D(AI) = V =/:/p2(Q), 
D(A2) = [-ilp(~). 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
Additionally, we set 
/ Ov 
b(u, v, w) = u Ox w dx dy, (is) 
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whenever the integral makes sense. We also define B and R by 
(B(u, v), w) = b(u, v, w), 
R~t-  
We have the following continuity property for b: 
Ib(u,v,w)I <_ c l [A lu i [A lv i iwI ,  
255 
Vu, v ¢ D(A), w E H. (21) 
This estimate is not optimal, but is enough for our purposes here. We can write problem (4) (6) 
as the following abstract evolution problem: 
du 
d--t + Au + Ru + B(u,u) = 0, (22) 
u(0) = Uo, (23) 
in H. 
This is a Hilbert space for the inner product and norm 
For V > 0 given, we consider the Gevrey class D(e ~A2) defined by 
D(e~A2)= { uEH:u= gez 2E  Uf~e27rik'~/L' fcCZ 2E¢2T2~dJl/Liuk'2< ~}"  
(u ,v ) r  = (erA2u, eTA2v} ,
~u ~1/2 
I~l~ =~ ,~ = I ~ l  • 
Now we state the main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let uo be given in D(A1). Then there exists T > O, such that the strong 
solution u(t) to (22),(23) satisfies the following. 
1. The function t H AletA2u(t) with values in H is analytic in a neighborhood of (0, T) in 
the complex plane. 
2. There exists a > 0 such that u(t) with values in D(Ale ~d2) is analytic in a neighborhood 
of ((v/-2/2)T, oc) in the complex plane. 
3. PROOF OF  THEOREM 2.1.  
We start with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u,v,w be given in D(e~A2A), ~- > 0. Then B(u,v) belongs to D(c TA=) mM 
I <B(u, v), Aw)¢ I <- ~ IAa~l~-IAlv I~-lAw I~. 
PROOF. We set 
= E u'= E "} e`'''/L, 
yEZ 2 VEX 2 
and use similar notations for v and w. 
We have 
(B(u, v), w) = L2i E u3-~l 27r -L v~wr" 
f+k=l 
* e-riTrD3/Lu 
gy = f, 
(27) 
(2s) 
(29) 
(24) 
(25) 
(19) 
a2u 
ax 2 . (20) 
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Therefore, 
(B(u, v), Aw)~ = <eTA~B(u, v), e~'A2Aw} 
j'+k=l 
= L2i E Uykl* ---ff27rVkff)le~(2~/L)('~-'3~-'k') (2~]Ll])4 
f+g=i" 
(30) 
Thus, 
I(B(u,v),Aw),_l <_ L 2 
The right-hand side of (31) is equal to 
z (7 
y+ fi=i" 
(31) 
f /~  (3) ~ (3) 0 (3) d3, (32) 
where 
~(3) = ~ 143-1 e2"~/~, (33) 
Y 
'~(2~) = ~ ~ V~ e 2~ri'2~/L, (34) 
k 
0(3) = E Wl (L  '~) 4e2~vt~/L" (35) 
F 
Now, the integral (32) can be estimated exactly as b(u*, v*,Aw*). Using then estimate (21), we 
obtain the result. | 
We proceed now to prove some a priori estimates. To make the computations clearer, we start 
with the real case and then consider the complex case. 
3.0.1. The Real Case 
At time ~- we take the inner product of (22) with Au(T) in D(e ~'A2). We obtain 
(u'(T), Au(T))~. + IAu(7)l~ + (Ru(T), Au(T))¢ + (B(u, u), Au)T = O. (36) 
Since 
then 
Now 
d (e~.A2u(T)) = A2e~.A2u(T) + e.~n~u,(T) ' dT 
1 d 
(~,'(T), A~(T)L  - 2 d~- IA,~(~-)l~ - <A2~(T), A~(T) L 
I(A2u(T), Au(v))~ I < IA2u(T)IrlAu(7-)]T 
1 
<- ~ ]Alu(T)l~tdu('r)l~ 
2 
1 IAu(T)I~ + idlu(~)l L 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
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where A1 is the first eigenvalue of A1. In addition, 
I (Ru(r),Au(r)) ,  < [Ru(T)I,IAu(T)[~ 
< [AlU(r)l,lAu(r)l, 
1 [Au(T)]2 + 2lAlu(r)[~. <g 
Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
I (B(u,u),Au)~ [ <_ cllAlul2}Au[~ 
1 iAu(~)l~ " + c~lA,u(~)l~. <~ 
Combining (36), (38)-(41) we get 
d---~ IAlu(T)I2~ + IAu(r)12" -< 4 1 q- ~ ]Alu(T)[2_r + 2c211A1u(T)l 4 
_< K, (1 + IA~u(r ) l~)  ~ , 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
where 
( 1 K1=2 1+~212+c • (43) 
Therefore, 
[AlU(T)I2r _< 1 + 2lAluol 2, for 0 < T < T1, (44) 
where 
1 
T1 = 2K1 (1 + [AlU0[2)" (45) 
Now, since u0 E D(A1), then IAlU[ remains bounded by some constant M for all time, and we 
can repeat he previous argument at to to obtain 
In particular, 
]AlU(to + T)] 2 _< 1 + 2M 2, for 0 < 7- < T2, (46) 
1 
T2 = 2K1 (1 + Ms) " (47) 
[Alu(to + T2)]T~ < 1 + 2M 2. 
Then, since to >_ 0 is arbitrary we have 
(48) 
[Alu(t)lT~ <_ 1 + 2M ~, for t _> T2. (49) 
3.0.2. The Complex Case 
We now consider a complex time and a function u with values in the complexified spaces of H, 
We keep the same notations for the complex extensions of A, A1, A2, which we still denote H. 
R,B .  
Equation (22) becomes 
where ~ E C. We write 
du 
- -  + Au  + Ru  + B(u ,  u) = O, (50) 
d~ 
= se is, (51) 
and restrict ~ to the right half of the plane so that we can take s > 0 and 0 ~ (-7r/2, 7r/2). We 
also set 
r = s cos 0 = ~(~). (52) 
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We take now the scalar product of (50) with Au in D(e ~'A2) to obtain 
( d-~x (~),Au(~)~ + ]Au(~)[ 2 + (Ru(~),Au(~))~ + (B(u(~),u(~)),Au(~))~ = O. 
I T 
Multiplying by e i° and taking the real part, this becomes 
!l~ -~s,AU +cosOlAul~ +cosO(Ru, Au)r + ~e i° (B(u,u),Au), = O. 
T 
But 
± / ) ds IAaul~ = 2~(cosOA2Alu, Alu), + 2~ A1 --~s,Alu, , 
then 
~/dU,Au\ = 1 d [Alu[2_ ~(cosOA2u, Au)¢ 
\ ds /.~ 2 ds 
Now 
[~ (cos OA2u, Au).~ I -< cos OIA2ul~-IAulr 
cos 0 
< ~ IAxul~-lAul~ 
cos0 IAul~ + 2 cos01A~ul~. 
-< 8 
In addition, 
cos 0[ (Ru, Au)¢ [ <_ cos OIRul~-IAu[.~ 
<_ cosO[Alu[~-]Au]~- 
cos0 IAul~ + 2 cosO[Aiul~. <<----U 
Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
[~e '° (B(u,u),Au)r [ < [ (B(u,u),Au)r [
<_ Cl[Alu[~[Aul¢ 
_< cos04 IAuJ~ + ~c~ IA~u[~. 
Combining (54), (56)-(59), we find 
( 1 )  'Axu'~+ 2C2a dds IAlul~ + cosOIAul~ _< 4cos0 1 + ~ ~ IA~ul 4. 
If we restrict 0 to the interval [-7r/4, 7r/4], then (60) implies 
(1) 
d }Alu[~ + v/~ IAul~ < 4 1 + [Alu[ 2 + 2v~c~lAlu[ 4 
d-~ -V  - 
_< K2 (1 + IAiu[~) 2 , 
where 
K2=2v '~ 1+~+~ . 
Therefore, 
[AlU(Sei°)[~ _< 1 + 2[Alu0[ 2, 
for 
1 
0 < s < T3 = 2K2(1 + IAauol2)" 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(63) 
(64) 
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Let {Wk} be an orthonormal base for H composed of eigenfunctions of A. Let um denote the 
solution to the problem 
dum 
d~ + Aura + Rum + PmB(um, urn) = O, (65) 
urn(O) = Pmuo, 
m Hm = Span{wl, . . . ,  win}, where Pm is the orthogonal projector from H onto H m. It is easy 
to check that each u,~ satisfies the a priori estimate (63). In addition, each u,~ is analytic on 
<(u0) as a function with values in Hm C H, where 
~(Uo) = { = se ie : O < s < Ta,--~ • , 
Then 
sup le~A2Alum(~)l 2 < 1 + 21AlUo] 2. ,167) 
~e~(uo) 
Now, using Vitali's theorem and the compactness of D(A1) ~-~ H we obtain a subsequence {'u,,~ }
nnd a function u such that 
~m~ (~) -~ ~(~), in H, 
(,68) 
Ale~A2Urn(~) --~ Ale~A~u(~), in H. 
The limit function u agrees with the strong solution of (22),(23), and is the analytic ontinuation 
of the strong solution in (0, T3) to ,a(u0). This proves the first assertion. 
Since uo ¢ D(A1), then u(t) remains bounded in D(A1) for all time by a constant M (see [1]). 
If we start at to _> 0 we obtain an estimate similar to (63) 
iAlu(t ° + ~)12 <_ 1 + 2M 2, 
where 
z seiO 
1 7~ 7r 
0<s<T4= 2K2( l+M2)  ' --4 <0< ~. 
In particular, if { = (v/2/2) T4 +/3i, [/~[ < (V~/2) T4, we obtain 
to+TT4+~i  <1+2M 2. 
(~/2)  r4 
Since, to >_ 0 is arbitrary it follows that 
IAlu(g)l~ _< 1 + 2M 2, 
,:70) 
,:71) 
(72) 
(,73) 
where 
{ e | (M) - -  ~:~(~)  >-~-T4,  I~(~)] <_-~-T4 , (74) 
v~ = -~ T4. (75) 
The Galerkin approximations Um on | (M)  are also analytic as functions with values in D(Ale  ~A2) 
and satisfy estimate (73). We can extract a subsequence {Umk } converging strongly in H to 
the analytic continuation of the strong solution in [v~T4/2, oo). The result follows with T = 
(v~/2) T4. 
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